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MESSAGE FROM THE VICE CHANCELLOR 

It gives me great pleasure to send this message of congratulation for the Faculty Journal to 

be published by the Faculty of Arts and Culture for the first time in its history. I appreciate 
the praiseworthy efforts put in by the Editorial Board of the Faculty Journal to make it a 
successful result. 

In my view it is a good opportunity to the academic staff as well as the students to write and 

publish in the Faculty Journal regularly the research findings in their own fields and 

specialties and to cultivate the habits of writings and to develop their personalities. 

I should say that some of the research scholars and academics of this South Eastern University 

would be able to provide necessary information to the policy framers and social reformers 

by identifying and exposing the exact factors that impede the growth and progress of this 

region, educationally, economically and socially focusing on social system, village 

settlement, rural economy, religious beliefs and economic progress. 

On the consideration of the depth and interest displayed by some of the writers in contributing 

article to this journal, I am confident that very soon the academics of this University will 

pave the way for the emergence of this Journal in par with the international publications. 

I congratulate the Dean, Heads, Academic, Non academic staff and Students of the Faculty 

of Arts and Culture and wish them good fortunes in their professional enterprises. 

Thank you. 

Dr. A . G Husain Ismail 
Vice Chancellor 
South Eastern University of Sri Lanka 
Sri Lanka 
Oluvil. 



MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN. FACULTY OF ARTS & CULTURE 

I am extremely happy to issue this message to the second and third volumes 'Kalam', 

research journals of Faculty of Arts & Culture. This journal is one of the milestones to the 

development ofthe Faculty ofArts & Culture. This journal encompasses very valuable and 

productive research articles that traces many fields of social sciences and humanities. This 

is also a stepping stone tome intellectual capacity and enthusiasm of our academic staff. 

Even though this journal could have been expected to be published twice a year, it got 

delayed due to some unavoidable circumstances. In fact, I believe mat this journal will 

come out vvimdiversed reseat 

editorial board and others who have contributed to the successful publication ofthe journal 

on behalf of the Faculty ofArts & Culture, South Eastern University of Sri Lanka. 

M.I .M. Kaleel 

Dean / Faculty of Arts & Culture 

South Eastern University of Sri Lanka 

Otuvil 


